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This year The Hague Contemporary is celebrating their
fifth edition of The Hague Contemporary Art Weekend.
During the three-day event, The Hague takes center stage,
showcasing the latest developments in contemporary art
the city has to offer.
From 01 to 03 July, exhibitions, tours, talks, and pop-up
presentations from over twenty art institutions will be
taking place across the city. After the kick-off at the art
school KABK, well-known museums, renowned galleries,
experimental presentation spaces, and emerging artists’
initiatives will offer the best from the art scene.

Opening hours
Friday 15:00 - 21:00
Saturday & Sunday 12:00 - 18:00
Some museums and spaces adhere to their regular
opening hours and entrance fees.
More info: thehaguecontemporary.nl

Exhibitions
& events

1646
Boekhorststraat 125
1646.nl

Dürst Britt & Mayhew
Van Limburg Stirumstraat 47
durstbrittmayhew.com

Exhibition 01 - 03 July
Los vestigios de La Turista
Artist: Sol Calero

Exhibitions 01 - 03 July
With Sighs Too Deep for Words
Artist: Lennart Lahuis

Reconfigured/City
Artist: Bogdan Seredyak

Shoeglazing
Artists: Verena Blok, Kim David Bots,
Caz Egelie, Afra Eisma, Arash Fakhim,
Tim Hollander, Dorota Jurczak,
Michael Portnoy, Koen Taselaar and
Ola Vasiljeva

A long and unknown time ago, a canteen called “La Turista”
served sunny-side ups on glossy glazed plates with walls
covered in colorful mosaic tiles. Once peacefully residing on the
Nordic west coast in a place called Bergen, now, we find its stolen
remains in The Hague, during an excavation in Sol Calero’s solo
exhibition at 1646.
Through painting, drawing, and working with found objects and
fabrics, Sol explores the ambiguous and transformative nature
of cultural signs and stories. From Salsa dancing lessons to
hairdressing salons, cybercafés and archeological excavations:
the artist’s immersive installations enable us to delve in with
her. How do we (re)write the history of places that have ceased
to exist? And what is the importance of the way we retell
these stories? Digging grounds, we explore phenomena like
exoticisation, commodification, and the gaze, while the onceupon-a-time canteen slowly resurrects by the mountains and
the fjords.
Joining us for a working period of two months is Ukrainian
architect and artist Bogdan Seredyak (b. 1988), who will continue
to work on his project ‘RECONFIGURED/CITY’ during the
coming two months in our residency space. With his project,
Bogdan reflects on architecture and its reconstruction after it’s
been destroyed. His project proposes the evolution of the leftover scar tissue to fit post-war needs, transforming memories
into experience without getting stuck in trauma, while avoiding
the forgetting (or denying) of the past.

With Sighs Too Deep for Words
In his third solo exhibition at Dürst Britt
& Mayhew, Lennart Lahuis questions
how the concept of time can be
measured, represented and experienced. ‘With Sighs Too Deep
for Words’ includes an astronomical clock, beeswax imagery
and an installation in which, among other things, a trash can and
a water kettle generate water vapour words.
Shoe glazing
Guest curator Tim Hollandser transformed the front space
of Dürst Britt & Mayhew into a Walhalla for lovers of (ceramic)
shoes, where the conventions of white cube & shoe store merge.
The ten participating artists in ‘Shoeglazing’ show that footwear
is an excellent medium for questioning conventions and
sketching exciting alternatives!
Art tour 2-3 July
Time:12:30
Start location: Van Limburg Stirumstraat 47
On Saturday and Sunday at 12:30 a guided tour will be
provided by Tim Hollander and/or Jaring Dürst Britt.

Fotomuseum Den Haag
Stadhouderslaan 43
fotomuseumdenhaag.nl

Galerie Maurits van de Laar
Herderstraat 6
mauritsvandelaar.nl

Exhibition 02 - 03 July
Parents
Artists: The exhibition features
works by, among others, Jan
Banning, Nina Berman, Melanie
Bonajo, Diana Blok, Corbino,
Deanna Dikeman, Eddo Hartmann,
Pieter Hugo, Erik Kessels and
Erwin Olaf.

Exhibition 01 - 03 July
Randstücke und Zwischenstücke
Artists: Andrea Freckmann, Dodo
Albrecht

Corbino, Mijn vader in de studio, 2002.

In the exhibition Parents, this summer the Fotomuseum Den
Haag brings together works by more than thirty artists who have
portrayed their mothers and fathers in a remarkable fashion.
The selection of works shows that the relationship between
parent and child is both universal and extremely personal and
intimate. Through their work, the photographers provide an
insight into their varied relationships with their parents, from
loving and tender to aloof or dysfunctional. The exhibition also
demonstrates the photographers’ great variety of approaches
to their subject. While Corbino has opted for a carefully posed
black-and-white portrait of his naked father, Deanna Dikeman
has portrayed her mother and father waving in front of the house
they have lived in for more than twenty-five years.
The ways in which photographers portray their parents are
as varied as the personal relationships between parent and
child can be. In some cases, the work is documentary, and the
photographer chooses to create a (professional) distance
between themself and their parents. Here the photographer
temporarily puts aside their role as a child and simply records
things as they are. Other photographers create a staged
narrative and embrace the theatrical or even the banal.

The freedom with which Andrea Freckmann (1970) depicts
the perspective and proportions of interiors and objects, is
comparable to the unruly way in which Dodo Albrecht (1972)
designs her ceramic vases.
In essence, they are independent sculptures that retain an echo
of the everyday, practical vase. In the smaller Randstücke and
Zwischenstücke (side pieces and in between pieces) paintings
Andrea Freckmann highlight specific objects and birds featured
in the large paintings. Dodo Albrecht’s vases are exhibited in
open wooden racks resembling those Freckmann has at home.
This display brings together the physical configuration of her own
house, its painterly depiction, and Albrecht’s sculptural work, in a
kind of meta-interior in which reality and its representation move
around each other.

Galerie Ramakers
Toussaintkade 51
galerieramakers.nl

KABK/ Royal Academy of Art
The Hague
Prinsessegracht 4
kabk.nl

Exhibition 01 - 03 July
En Route group show
Artists: Hieke Luik, Ien Lucas,
Geert Baas, Ton van Kints,
Julie Cockburn, Vittorio Roerade,
Willy de Sauter, D.D. Trans and
Michael Johansson

Exhibition 01 - 05 July
Graduation Show 2022
Artists: various

Who me? Julie Cockburn, 2020

A summer display with recent works by artists from the gallery.

Around 240 international young artists and designers graduate
this summer from the Art & Design bachelor’s and master’s
programmes at the Royal Academy of Art (KABK).
From Friday 1 through Tuesday 5 July, the graduation projects
of the Class of 2022 will be on view during the Graduation Show
2022, taking place in the academy building in The Hague.
The academy building is situated at Prinsessegracht 4, only a
3-minute walk from the Central Station of The Hague (Den Haag
CS).
Visiting hours exhibition:
Friday 1 July:
17:00 - 22:00
Saturday 2 July: 11:00 - 20:00
Sunday 3 July: 11:00 - 20:00
Monday 4 July: 11:00 - 20:00
Tuesday 5 July: 11:00 - 20:00
Two building entrances:
Bachelor entrance: Prinsessegracht 4, 2514 AN, Den Haag
Master entrance: Bleijenburg 38, 2511 VD, Den Haag
Free tickets: kabk.nl
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Parts Project
Toussaintkade 49
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Fotomuseum Den Haag
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Project 2.0 // Gallery
Noordeinde 57
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Galerie Maurits van de Laar
Herderstraat 6
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Quartair
Toussaintkade 5
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Galerie Ramakers
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Stroom Den Haag
Hogewal 1-9
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KABK/Royal Academy of Art The Hague
Prinsessegracht 4
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The Grey Space in the Middle
Paviljoensgracht 20
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KM21
Stadhouderslaan 43
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Trixie
Scheldestraat 1-11
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Kol Art Gallery
Tasmanstraat 131
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Venduehuis
Nobelstraat 5
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Kunstmuseum Den Haag
Stadhouderslaan 41
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WTC The Hague Art Gallery
Prinses Beatrixlaan 582
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Stadhouderslaan 43
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Kol Art Gallery
Tasmanstraat 131
kol.gallery

Exhibition 01 - 03 July
Tala Madani
Artist: Tala Madani

Exhibition 01 - 03 July
Duo Show: Eventually everything
connects
Artists: Marjolein Knottenbelt &
Geraldine Kol

Tala Madani, The Womb (video still),
2019. Courtesy the artist and pilar
Corrias Gallery, London

Marjolein Knottenbelt

Geraldine Kol

Tala Madani’s darkly humorous works show enigmatic scenes
featuring smeared out female figures, ceiling fans and ominous
shadows. Death Fan in KM21 marks Tala Madani’s first major solo
exhibition in the Netherlands, bringing together paintings and
video animations.
There is an uncomfortable humour about Tala Madani’s
work, which aligns repulsion with empathy, and intimacy with
the grotesque. Madani depicts primary urges and desires,
unhampered by any conventions or social norms. Death Fan
presents a selection of paintings and animations that punctuate
the tension between comedy and humiliation.
About the artist
Tala Madani (b. 1981, Iran) lives and works in Los Angeles. After
graduating from Yale University School of Art in New York she
was a resident at the Rijksakademie in Amsterdam in 2007.
She has recently had solo exhibitions at the Start Museum,
Shanghai; Mori Art Museum, Tokyo; Secession, Vienna; and
Portikus, Frankfurt. Her work features in the collection of
Kunstmuseum Den Haag and other leading collections, including
the Guggenheim (New York), Museum of Modern Art (New York)
and Tate Modern (London).

Marjolein Knottenbelt
Marjolein Knottenbelt collects things that speak to her. In an
image she recognises its connection to previous relationships,
functions and history, while at the same time potential for more
meanings. She is interested in the tension between the two
worlds. By placing the familiar image in an unconventional setting
a new space is created. In that space where recognition is mixed
with confusion the disorientating effect leaves room for thought.
Geraldine Kol
Fascinated with exploring the boundaries of spaces Geraldine
builds on the canvas. Architecture is her constant source of
inspiration. Made up of many layers with color and white tones
creating depth and finished with abstract architectural drawings.

Kunstmuseum Den Haag
Stadhouderslaan 41
kunstmuseum.nl

Cubic 3 Design (1981-1995)
Polyurethane-foam vases, colourful interiors, porcelain cups
for construction workers, a mantle clock with eyes on columns:
working together between 1981 and 1995 as Cubic 3 Design,
Ton Hoogerwerf and Gerwin van Vulpen mostly designed to
satisfy their own sense of fun. They created witty, ambiguous
objects that reflected social themes and questioned the design
profession.

Exhibitions 01 - 03 July
Hot Skillet Mama
Artist: Wiebke Siem
Natural Splendour
The Terra Verde collection
Cubic 3 Design (1981-1995)
Artists: Ton Hoogerwerf and
Gerwin van Vulpen
Alphonse Mucha
Art Nouveau in Parijs

Untitled, Wiebke Siem, 1982

Alphonse Mucha
This spring, in collaboration with the Mucha Foundation,
Kunstmuseum Den Haag will be showing a large selection of the
work that made Alphonse Mucha so famous, alongside items
from Kunstmuseum Den Haag’s own collection of colourful glass
and spectacular costumes from the late nineteenth century, to
give a unique impression of Mucha’s Paris – the place where it
all began.

Hot Skillet Mama - Wiebke Siem
The first solo show in the Netherlands Wiebke Siem. Her
installations, sculptures, textiles and fashion objects refer to
art history and to 20th-century fashion and design. Above all,
however, they are about the subordination of women, both in
art and in daily life. Using themes like ‘domesticity’, and with
great humour, Wiebke Siem exposes the social inequality she
experiences.
Natural Splendour: The Terra Verde collection
Vibrant colours that appear to have been applied yesterday,
rather than four hundred years ago. Based on admiration and
passion for the highly skilled craftmanship of the sixteenth to
eighteenth centuries, the Terra Verde Collection – a world-class
private collection of Dutch ceramics – provides an inspiring
overview of Dutch maiolica, tiles and Delftware. These are not
only the rarest of objects – whether with a blue ground, marbled,
or with yellow ‘Italian’ decoration – they are also in perfect
condition. Natural Splendour will present this unique collection
to the public for the first time.

Cubic 3 Design

Nest
De Constant Rebecqueplein 20B
nestruimte.nl

Page Not Found
Boekhorststraat 126-128
page-not-found.nl

Exhibition 01 - 03 July
Every moment a junction
Artists: Anca Bârjovanu, Carolin
Gieszner, Cy X, hugo x tibiriçá,
Juliette Lizotte, Linnéa Sjöberg,
PHILTH HAUS en sWitches (Ines
DeRu, Ella Hebendanz, pamela
varela).
Curated by: Melanie Bonajo,
Orlando Maaike Gouwenberg,
Erika Sprey (KABK) & team Nest.

Exhibition 01 - 03 July
Six Blue Things
Artist: Marianna Maruyama

The artists in the exhibition every moment a junction present
their urgent need for encounter, intimacy and collectivity.
Together, the artworks fearlessly respond to the consequences
of the individualistic society and appeal for action and a change
of mentality.

Artist-in-residence Marianna Maruyama presents work
developed during her research and production period in
collaboration with Page Not Found. Slow processes of decay,
ageing and transformation find their way into the project space.
Over the past two years Maruyama has been moving – physically
and imaginatively – between The Hague and Rome in search of
what she calls ‘termitic space’. Maruyama is interested in how
cultural heritage might be understood from the perspective
of the insects that live off of it — and in it — in addition to the
ones who produce it or conserve it. For Maruyama, termites
offer different ways of thinking about loss, and prompt a deeper
understanding of the life and death cycle of a publication.

Every moment a junction invites you to follow the various trails
to the heart of the exhibition, the ‘coven’. By working with or
from wxtchcraft*, rituals, magic, and alchemical practices, the
artists explore and shape other ways of being together. Their
multidisciplinary practices move between virtual and earthly
environments, draw on non-linear narratives, and integrate
elements from LARP-games (‘live action role-playing’).
*The exhibition is the physical translation of the extensive virtual
program of the Studium Generale cycles ‘Wxtch Craft’ (20202022) at the Royal Academy of Art in The Hague.

Marianna Maruyama

Parts Project
Toussaintkade 49
partsproject.nl

Project 2.0 // Gallery
Noordeinde 57
project20.nl

Exhibition 01 - 03 July
PP22 Collection Collection ‘The Box’
Time-Based Media works from the collection Frits Bergsma
Artists: Josefin Arnell, Martha Colburn, Astrit Ismaili, Laura
Jatkowski, Lucas Michael, Julika Rudelius, Nora Turato

Exhibition 01 - 03 July
The Tourist
Artist: Kourtney Roy

With The Tourist Kourtney Roy once again distinguishes herself
as the virtuoso of context creation. The Tourist contains all the
Roy hallmarks we love and expect: auto-portraiture, a filmic
approach, her characteristic colour palette, as well as a tension
between the witty and the sinister, the conventional and the
unorthodox, the glamour and the sleaze.

Collector Frits Bergsma stores his collection in a plastic crate of
modest dimensions: the box. And that box contains certificates,
thumb drives and headphones. Each work fits into your hands
and does not immediately reveal itself. It is all about the ones and
zeros on the digital medium.
The collection underwent a major development with acquisitions
from Gallery Juliette Jongma Amsterdam. She explored
developments in international contemporary art, where during
the Gallery’s existence (2004-2018) quite a lot happened in the
fields of performance and video art.
Parts Project has selected 7 video works from ‘The Box’. They all
reveal an obstacle, impossibility or ambiguity. Whereas in more
classic video art the shock came from the struggle with elements,
the relationship of the body to the other (Bruce Nauman, Marina
Abramovic come to mind), in this selection there is a shock that
arouses curiosity and makes it impossible not to look.

Holidays should be relaxing, but when you’re the tourist looking
for a husband, the holiday soon becomes hard work. You need
to keep your tan topped up, those fingernails flawless and your
choice of clothes co-ordinated. Faux is not out of place in a world
of fakery where flamingos, starfish, dinosaurs and talon-like nails
are all far from authentic. But amidst the imitation, we catch
glimpses of reality: real cruise ships, actual beaches, genuine
seagulls and an authentic alligator.
Kourtney Roy’s work is bound up in an ambiguous and
cinematic image-making that borders the real and the fantastic.
Her approach to photography provokes contemplation and
reconfiguration of common place subjects via playful revelation
of the bizarre and the uncanny. She is fascinated with exploring
the boundaries of liminal spaces. By using herself as the principal
subject in her work, the artist creates a compelling, intimate
universe inhabited by a multitude of diverse characters that
explore these enigmatic themes.

Stroom Den Haag
Hogewal 1-9
www.stroom.nl

The Grey Space in the Middle
Paviljoensgracht 20
thegreyspace.net

Exhibition 01 - 03 July
To Be To Gather
Artist: Yvonne Dröge Wendel

Art & Food 01 July
Dinner Session: Lena & Ale +
Pablo Paresse
Time: 17:00–23:00

Positions: The rest of it is stillnes
Artist: Ellen Yiu Kwan Kit

Yvonne Dröge Wendel

Club 02 July
Hyperfocus by INDEx + Radio
Tonka
Time: 21:00–05:00
Ellen Yiu Kwan Kit

To Be To Gather
Dröge Wendel’s work is a passionate search for the conditions
under which objects and people can enter into meaningful and
lasting relationships. Stroom presents a number of important
projects from her rich artistic practice, inviting the public to relate
to these works in a playful and accessible manner. The exhibition
goes hand in hand with the recent unveiling of Dröge Wendel’s
new sculpture of the same name in ‘The Sculpture Gallery’, the
permanent display of important Dutch sculpture, in front of The
Hague’s city hall.
The rest of it is stillnes
‘Positions’ features artists based in The Hague. During the Art
Weekend we’d like you to meet Ellen Yiu Kwan Kit. In 2021, she
received the Stroom Aanmoedigingsprijs (Encouragement
Award). Ellen Yiu Kwan Kit creates work inspired by craft
traditions and natural materials. Her work relates to current
themes such as our search for safety and solidarity, the pandemic
and the consequences of climate change and the threat of wars.

Dinner Session: Lena & Ale + Pablo Paresse
Inspired by artist Gordon Matta-Clark’s restaurant FOOD, which
existed in the 1970s in New York, The Grey Space invites people
to come and cook affordable meals as an artistic and social
expression during our weekly Dinner Sessions. DJs will guide
the evening musically and make you dance after dinner.
This edition the artistic and culinary duo Lena & Ale will prepare
the food, while designer/artist Pablo Paresse provides the night
with its musical outline.
Hyperfocus by INDEx + Radio Tonka
INDEx returns to The Grey Space for an audiovisual spectacle
divided over two areas.
They will have a chill out zone on the ground floor with DJs, liveacts, art and live visuals and some louder breaks, visuals, liveacts and DJs in the basement. Expect forward thinking, genrebending, electronic music.The event will be broadcasted live on
Radio Tonka and The Hague FM.

WTC The Hague Art Gallery
Prinses Beatrixlaan 582
Exhibition 01 - 03 July
Duo show
Artists: Katia Borghesi & Ruby Lee
Katia Borghesi

During the Summer Exhibition 2022 WTC The Hague Art Gallery
shows two talented artists. Both graduated (in 2016 and 2021) at
the Royal Academy of Art (KABK) The Hague. Both artists have
their roots somewhere else but nowadays they live in The Hague.
Katia Borghesi
Born in Paris and with Italian roots, Katia Borghesi now lives
between The Hague and Bagni di Lucca (IT). After a very long
time working for International Organisations, she is admitted
to study at the Royal Academy of Art in The Hague, where she
graduates. From then on, she dedicates her time to her artistic
practice, working compellingly on paintings which are always
part of a series. Coveted objects often figure in her work; once
painted each of them becomes a tangible token, representing a
fragment of autobiographical recall, that she now owns.
Ruby Lee
Ruby Lee’s practice sets its roots in a type of surreal feminist
storytelling - most often materialising in paintings, as well
as installations, films and photography. The outcome is an
intentionally comical display
of ‘kitchen-sink’ like realism,
built using personalities that
she collects like treasure.
Originally from East London,
but now based in The Hague,
her particular attitude of
female expression both selfdeprecates and celebrates.
Ruby Lee

Alternative Art Guide and
Artist-Run Network Europe (ARNE)
Locations
Billytown
Quartair
Trixie
Event/Exhibition 01 - 03 July
Back to normal
An international project in The
Hague on the artist-run world
3 group presentations in the center
of The Hague
12 artist-run spaces from across
the globe present
24 of their exciting artists

This project, initiated by Alternative Art Guide and ArtistRun Network Europe (ARNE) is loosely based on the idea of
normality after the pandemic, and now also challenged by the
war in Ukraine. Is an artist-run space only a presentation and
production hub, or do we need to reconceive what we are doing?
Do we have to stop in our pace more regularly and engage in
self-reflection? And, should we not rather move forward than to
go back to the normal?
Alternative Art Guide invited four artist-run spaces from The
Hague to join us in this project: Hgtomi Rosa, Quartair, Trixie
and Billytown. They in their turn invited both one artist-run space
from Europe and one from outside of Europe, to form a collective
of sorts and present 24 invited artists from all twelve spaces. The
presentations will be held in three locations.

1 July 19:00
Opening starting at 19:00 all venues are open! There will be a
collective walk to all three exhibitions. We will start the walk at
Trixie, then visit Billytown and end at Quartair.
2 July
An afternoon with interview, performance, survey meeting and
network meeting: starting at 14:00 until approximately 18:00.
3 July
of July: each venue will host informal talks by some of the artists.
Schedule: Trixie 13:30, Quartair from 15:00 and Billytown from
16:30.
The exhibitions can be visited until the 24th of July.
Opening hours: Friday, Saturday, Sunday, 13:00 - 18:00. Billytown
is also open on Thursdays, 13:00 - 18:00.

Organisation

Special thanks to:

The Hague Contemporary offers a platform where the leading art
that The Hague has to offer is brought to the attention of a diverse
audience of art lovers. This takes place in the form of an art guide
and the annual festival The Hague Contemporary Art Weekend.
The Hague Contemporary is a small non-profit organization
that arose from a common desire to connect and promote
contemporary art in The Hague. Become part of the art community
by participating in our activities or by supporting us in various ways.
thehaguecontemporary.nl
FB + Insta @thehaguecontemporary

Organisation:
Axel Lemmens, Geraldine Kol, Lotte Dekker, Ruby Lee
Office, open by appointment
Tasmanstraat 131
2518VM Den Haag

↗

thehaguecontemporary.nl

